


Is Discomfort a Real 
Problem? 
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Improve Your Comfort – Work in 
a Neutral Posture When Possible 
!   A neutral posture keeps muscles and joints in the 

strongest, most stable and least stressful 
positions. 

!   Use bone to support the load.  

!   Examples: 
–  Arms relaxed at sides 
–  Wrists straight, not bent or flexed 
–  Back straight, not flexed forward or bent over 
–  Body not twisted 

Working outside of the neutral posture increases 
the potential for discomfort, reduces 
productivity, and in some cases may reduce the 
quality of work. 
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Musculoskeletal Disorders 
(MSDs) 

!   Characterized by wear and tear on 
tendons, muscles, joints and sensitive 
nerve tissue 

!   Caused by repetitive use over an 
extended period of time 

!   Cumulative; occur gradually over time 
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Common Signs and 
Symptoms of MSDs 









Pace Yourself and Conserve 
Energy 



Consider Your Nutrition 



To Push or to Pull?     
That is the Question! 
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Stretching Can be Done 
Anywhere 



Falls by Driver Salesmen 



Use Both Arms When 
Balancing the Dolly 



What if You Have Just One 
Bag? 



Here We Risk a Fall and a Back 
Injury 

!   The driver salesman may 
have obstacles that cause 
unnecessary ergonomic 
stress 

!   One bag from this 
establishment weighed 
102 lb.  Carry some extra 
bags to make the load 
easier to handle 

!   Grease on your shoes can 
cause a fall when loading 
the truck 



People Don’t Like to Make Trips 
!   Size up the amount of 

material to be moved.  
If the load it too big or 
unstable, make 
another trip 

!   Conserve your energy 
and strength by 
handling manageable 
loads 





Lifting Bags Into the Truck 



Lifting Above the Shoulders 
!   Lifting above the 

shoulders and lifting 
from floor level 
produces the most 
stress on the back 

!   Lifting between the 
height of the knees and 
height of the chest 
produces the least 
strain on the back 



Stay Close to the Load 

!   Get down close to the 
load by kneeling rather 
than trying to lift while 
standing or squatting 

!   Place the load up on 
your knee, then get up 



Handling Mats 
!   Mats are heavy, but a 

mat or two may help 
stabilize the load 



Leave Room on Top for 
Light Bags 

!   Try not to over extend 
when reaching above 
the shoulders 



Place the Heaviest Bags on 
the Truck Floor 

!   Plan the route and save 
space on the floor for 
heavy bags 

!   Move heavy bags as 
little as possible and 
keep from twisting 



Size up the Force Required 
!   Consider the route of 

travel to the truck, 
distance and what you 
will encounter when 
handling the load 



!   Leave some open floor 
space at the end of the 
truck 

!   Remember the heavy 
bags and when you will 
load them.  Some may 
be slid to the rear and 
lifted while standing on 
the ground 



Unloading is Under Your 
Control 

!   Using the handles on 
the bag saves your grip 

!   You can work side to 
side when unloading 



Think About the Safe Handling of 
Bags by the Production Workers 



Unloading at the Branch 



!   Identify carts that need 
wheel maintenance 

!   Equipment in proper, 
safe working condition 
makes your job easier 





The information provided in these materials is of a general nature, based on certain assumptions, and is intended as background material.  The 
content of these materials may omit certain details and cannot be regarded as advice that would be applicable to all businesses.  The 
background presented is not a substitute for a thorough loss control survey of your business operations.  Readers seeking resolution of specific 
safety issues or business concerns regarding this topic should consult their professional safety consultant.  We do not warrant that the 
implementation of any view or recommendation contained herein will result in the elimination of any unsafe conditions at your business 
locations or with respect to your business operations.  Further, we do not warrant that the implementation of any view or recommendation will 
result in compliance with any health, fire, or safety standards or codes, or any local, state, or federal ordinance, regulation, statute or law 
(including, but not limited to, any nationally recognized life, building or fire safety code).  We assume no responsibility for the control or 
correction of hazards, and the views and recommendations contained herein shall not constitute our undertaking,  on your behalf or for the 
benefit of others, to determine or warrant that your business premises, locations, or  operations are safe or healthful, or are in compliance with 
any law, rule or regulation.  	



